IV choreographic contest Escena Mobile

XIV Escena Mobile International Festival of Arts and Diversity
8th, 9th and 10th MAY 2020. Alameda Theatre, Seville.

PRESENTATION
1

The international festival of Arts and Diversity Escena Mobile announces for fourth
consecutive year, the Choreographic Contest with the same name, that has become a
reference of the inclusive dance. After the response to the others editions, which counted
with national and international companies that presented dynamic and innovative artistic
proposals, the process of reception of choreographic performances for 2020 starts once
again.
Revitalizing this Contest, we try yo support the choreographic innovation, to strength the
work of choreographers and artist with a disability and to provide a platform of creative
production open to diversity and to provide a net of exchanges and experiences.
Ten performance will be selected, among all the ones that apply for it, the main requirement
is that, at least 1 of the performers must have a disability.
And in this edition, more organisations and business will collaborate with the Contest with the
stipulated awards: 1500, 1000 and 500€.
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RULES
(read carefully these bases before sending your entry)
1.

Call

The IV CHOREOGRAPHIC CONTEST ESCENA mobile is announced in Seville for works in which
the inclusive dance is fundamental part of the artistic fact, and the artistic creation of the represented
performances. The contest encourage the language plurality and points of view. It is open for Spanish
and international creators.

2
2.

Calendar, dates and deadline

The contest will take place on 8th, 9th and 10th, May, 2020 at the Alameda Theatre in Seville within
the functions that are scheduled for the XVI International Festival Escena Mobile.
The deadline for the entry, annex and requested materials will be from Monday 2th, September,
2019 until Friday 29th, November, 2019.
About the second fortnight of January, 2020, the ten choosen performances will be published.

3.

PARTICIPANTS

This contest is destined especially to the development and encouragement of the inclusive dance. For
this reason it is obligatory that at least a performer of the work have any type of disability. Not taking
into account this circumstance in the approach and exposition of the performance will mean the
immediate cancellation of the entry in the participation at contest.
It can be presented individual performances as duets, but it will not be taken into account at any case
works formed by more than two performers.
The performances that will take part at the contest can be classified in the different disciplines: Dance
(contemporary, flamenco, classic, ethnic, fusion, etc.), Dance-Theatre and Performance.
As it is a choreographic contest, works of theatre in which the text is the principal base of the
proposal will be not admitted.
The artist, performers and creators that collaborate frequently with Danza Mobile Company will not
be able to entry at the contest, being excluded from this contest.
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wards 2019

1st prize. Economic Value 1500€ + trophy
2nd prize. Economic Value 1000€ +trophy
3rd prize. Economic Value 500 + trophy
Prize Aracena council: the work will take part at Huellas Contest, July 2020. The representation is
valued in 1000€.
Other prizes can be incorporated to the bases and will announced in the websites
www.danzamobile.es.
The pertinent taxes, according to the law, will be applied to these prizes and will be paid presenting
the corresponding bill and/or invoice of the organisation or person that sign the contract.

4.

the Jury

The jury will be formed by professionals and experts, national and international, from the dance
sphere, scenic arts and related fields. If the jury decides it, the prizes can be considered null. The jury
can unify some categories and award prizes "ex aequo" to more than one company. The jury also
reserves the right to make an special mention if it is considered convenient. The jury will be chosen by
the organisation according to the following profile:
An ICAS' representative- Seville council
A professional with recognised prestige at dance
An expert on inclusive dance professional
A critic or journalist specialised in dance
The manager of Escena Mobile Festival

5.

the process of selection and exhibition

Escena Mobile will make a preselection among all the received proposals. This preselection will
contain ten works that will take part at the contest and its program. The contest will inform the
participants when the process of selection is finished.
The exhibition of the works will be carried out according to the opinion of the Festival management.
Five works will be represented on 26th Friday April, 2019 and the other five on 27th Saturday April,
2019. The awards ceremony will be on 28th Sunday April, 2019. All the performances will take place
at the Alameda Theatre at 20h.
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6.

travel expenses and moves

The Contest will take over the travels of the companies from their cities to Seville and return, but only
the cost of the tickets until 600€ at most.
Issued tickets will not be able to be changed or modified.
In case of Spanish companies travel by their own vehicle, the Contest will pay 0'19€ per driven km
and no other conveyance will be provided.
A representative of the Festival will welcome the companies the set day for the arrival 7th May 2020.
If necessary, the Contest will transport the companies from the hotel to the theatre and return. The rest
of the trips will depend only on the companies.

7.

PRICE TICKET, MEAL and accommodation

PRICE TICKET
The Contest will pay 240€+ 21% of IVA per company in price ticket concept for their participation at
the Contest. This amount will be paid with its bill and after the Contest. The companies will be formed
by 3 people at most. In case of any company want to incorporate more members, the contest will not
be responsible of extra expenses.
MEAL
The contest does not pay breakfasts and meals, the companies will have to take over them. The Buffet
dinners will be run by the Contest and will take place after the contest. The days for theses dinners are
Friday 8th, Saturday 9th and Sunday 10th May 2020. Dinner on the day of the arrival of the companies
will not be responsibility of the festival.
accommodation
The contest commit to ease the accommodation until 3 people at most per company in double or triple
rooms, according to availability. The companies will count with accommodations the days 7th, 8th,
9th, 10th May 2020.

8.

Judgement of selection of the presented performances

A | each performance will last ten minutes at least and will not last more than fifteen minutes. It is
compulsory to have one or two performers (at least one of them must have a disability) Individual
performances and duets can be presented but it is not considered more than two performers at the
stage.
Each group will be able to bring a third person that will act as a stage manager/technician and will
indicate the necessary light and sound effects for their choreography.
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B | the choreographies can be already represented or unknown until the deadline of the entry, 30th
November 2018. It will be appreciated specially the absolute unknown proposal. However they will
have the same time for technical staging and rehearsal, that is to say, one hour for technical staging
and rehearsal in the morning of the day of the performance.
C | The contest will admit just one performance per choreographer. It won't be allowed ether that a
same person act in two different performance as performer or choreographer.
D | The choreographies mustn't be performed at Seville previously.
E | the recorded images of the performances must be sent without being edited. This recording will be
a fixed scene including the total duration of the choreography. Rehearsal videos will be allowed
always and only they show the total performance, although the light, clothing or other features are not
finished. Anyhow it is recommended to send the videos as complete as possible.
F | The Contest will make a preselection among the revived proposals that will form the ten
performances program for the contestants.
G | It is compulsory that at least one of the members of the company attend to the awards ceremony
that will take place on 10th mAY, 2020 at Alameda Theatre in Seville. To encourage the dialogue
between companies, which is a important part of the Contest, the presence of every company is
recommended and indispensable.

9.

Compulsory Documents to send for the preselection

The documents must be sent to the email: certamen@danzamobile.es

Documents to be sent
Annex I. Inscription card correctly filled
ANNEX II. document by which the companies give the image rights to the contest for the unique
use of publicity and promotion, archive and documentation to Escena Mobile Festival and
Andalusian theatral documentation centre.
ANNEX III. certifying document signed by the choreographer-company in which it is shown that
the copyrights of the performance belong to him/her and that has the permissions to use the
music of the show. The choreographer or company commits to be responsible of any claim
that SGAE could make. In any case, excuse the contest and the Escena Mobile Festival of any
responsibility for the music use.
DISABILITY CERTIFICATION. It is compulsory to send an Oficial disability certification of at least one
of the performers.
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photographies. 3 photos, jpg archive, of the performance with at least 300 pp of resolution. If
they don't show the performance itself, photos that give information about the performance
(rehearsals, process) afterwards other photos and images can be incorporated, but it is
necessary to send to have some at the moment of the registration.
VIDEO. The videos of the complete choreographies that are presented to the preselection must be
published at YouTube. The companies must send us the link and in case the password to be
seen online. This video must consist of the whole performance and performers. The recording
can't contain interruptions, special effects or be edited, only the choreography that is presented
to the preselection. It can't include promotional images, or referring to other activities.
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All the documentation will be send via email to:
certamen@danzamobile.es

10. Notifications
The Contest will notify the choreographers via email the results of the preselection. Once the
performances are selected, the names of the participants will be announced on the website of the
contest.
11. Advertising and Documentation
A | the winners will be announced as "award-winning choreographies at the 3rd Choreographic Escana
Mobile Festival of Seville".
B | each performance will be recorded and each choreographer will receive the link of this recording.
Escena Mobile and the Theatre Documentary Centre of the Junta Of Andalucia will keep theses
images. The Contest reserves the right of making public the choreographies with informative
intentions.
C | The Contest will employ a photographer to document the performances. Others will not be allowed
except those from theatre documentary centre or cameras in the theatre during the performances. The
press will access to the rehearsals to facilitate them taking images.

12. technical questions
A | Due to limitations of time and space, the light and scenographic effects must be the less the better.
A light plan with the spotlights available during the Contest will be sent to the preselected
choreographers, as well as the dimensions and distribution of the stage of the Alameda Theatre of
Seville. It will be allowed 10 changes in the light effects for each performance. The technical
management of the Contest will make common plan for every company as a base for the different light
effects.
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B | The scenographic elements must be able to be placed on the stage at the very moment of the
performance. The viability of their usage will depends on the criteria of the technical management of
the Contest. The theatre doesn't count with a catwalk much high, so a very big element that is
necessary for the performance can't be hidden. The stage props must be simple and must be placed on
stage quickly. The theatre staff will collaborate with the company at its placing.
C | The Contest has a projector that will be placed at the first front gallery. It is not possible to retroproject because of the space's characteristics. The position from which it will work, will be the same
for all the companies.
D | Each show must count with an stage manager/ technician that must be in charge of explaining to
the technical staff of the theatre the details about the staging, sound levels and lights etc.
E | It is important to have the music of the performance in a CD format and another device such as
iPad, iPod, PC etc, with its mini jack. It is recommended to bring more than one copy of the music in
different formats to not have any problem.
F | the choreographers will have to inform in writing about every stage props and elements that will
use on the stage, and any substance that can stain the floor (liquid, powder etc) to prevent washing
after the performance. In the same way, the choreographers are responsible of any damage caused to
the theatre during their performances. Sharp objects or pointed objects that can damage the floor are
not allowed. Changes at the last minute that can affect the Contest's programme order will not be
allowed.
G | We indicate that the security measures of the theatre forbid the use of fire, cigarettes or candles.
H | The companies will be responsible of getting and transporting everything necessary for their
performance.
I | The participants of the contests must take in consideration that the time for the rehearsals is
reduced. Each group will have an hour for their rehearsal on stage to record the light effects, test sound
levels, and a performance. These rehearsals will be fixed with the groups and will take place the same
day of the performance in the morning.

13. Tickets and invitations
The Festival does not have tickets for the guests of the participating companies.
The Festival will provide each company with 3 invitations, on days when they do not perform, so that
they can attend the other shows and the gala awards ceremony.
If a company has guests, tickets can be purchased at the Theatre box office.
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14. Copyright
The participants are responsible of getting the copyright and permissions to use their musics with their
choreographies. In any case The Compañia Danza Mobile won't be responsible as organiser of any
claim that the SGAE or other entities could make.

15. civil and labour responsibilities
The Association Danza Mobile Company, as organiser of the fourd Escena Mobile Contest of Seville,
is not responsible of any physical harm or material damage suffered or caused by the performers at the
Contest and the labor relationship and the agreements between choreographers and performers is an
issue that belong exclusively to them.

16. rules acceptance
To take part at the IV Escena Mobile Choreographic Content means that you accept these rules

TO REMEMBER
The deadline for the entry, annex and solicited materials will be from Monday 2th of September,
2019 to Friday 29th of November of 2019.
The preselection of the performances will be done during January of 2020.
Around the second fortnight of January of 2020 the ten performances that will take part in the
contest will be published.
The contest will be from 8th to 10th of May, 2020, at the Alameda Theatre of Seville in the
programmed acts of the XIV Escena Mobile Festival.
Good luck to everyone!!!!

CONTACT:
choreographic contest Escena Mobile
BAJOS PUENTE Cristo de la Expiración (local 1)
41001 Sevilla. España
www.danzamobile.es
certamen@danzamobile.es
phone +34 954 910792 / + 34 954 378816
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